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Abstract—This paper proposes an analytical model for ac-
curately predicting the impact of contention on cache miss
rates. The focus is multiprogrammed workloads running on
multithreaded manycore architectures. This work addresses a key
challenge facing earlier cache contention models as the number
of concurrent threads exceeds the associativity of shared caches.
The memory access characteristics of individual applications are
obtained in isolation by profiling their circular sequences and
two new measures of access locality are proposed. An evaluation
of this model in the context of a Niagara processor shows
that it achieves an average 8.7% error in miss rate predictions
which improves upon the best prior model by 48.1×. This
paper also presents a novel Markov chain throughput model.
When combining the contention model with the Markov chain
model, throughput is estimated with an average error of 8.3%
compared to detailed simulation. Moreover, the combined model
tracks throughput sufficiently well to find the same optimized
design point for application-specific workloads 65 times faster
than detailed simulation. This paper also shows that the models
accurately predict cache contention and throughput trendsacross
various workloads on real hardware.

Index Terms—Analytical modeling, cache contention, many-
core, fine-grained multithreading, throughput

I. I NTRODUCTION

As semiconductor resources continue to scale while the
benefits of voltage-frequency scaling diminish, industry is
rapidly moving towards microprocessors that integrate many
simple cores. Two problems associated with this trend are
an increase in simulation time for multicore cycle-accurate
performance models [1], and the challenge of scheduling
diverse workloads to mitigate cache interference [2], [3],
[4], [5]. Both of these challenges would benefit from better
analytical modeling techniques.

Analytical models employ mathematical formulas that ap-
proximate the performance of a microprocessor based upon
program characteristics and microarchitectural parameters. An
advantage of analytical models is that they require less time to
generate results than running a detailed performance simulator.
Thus, when appropriate techniques are available, they might
help reduce the design cycle of new microprocessors. Further-
more, by identifying which parameters impact performance,
analytical models can provide insight. Finally, as the number
of software threads sharing a cache increases, the performance
degradation due to cache contention among threads becomes
more significant. In this context, having accurate analytical
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Fig. 1. Extra L2 cache misses due to cache contention when multiple copies
of mcf are running in parallel (L2 config. in Table II)

modeling techniques might help an operating system scheduler
better predict the impact of scheduling decisions.

In this paper we propose an analytical model for predicting
cache contention when many threads access a cache with fine-
grained interleaving of accesses. Recent work has explored
modeling contention between two threads [6], but as shown
in Figure 1, when this approach is employed to model more
threads than the cache associativity it becomes inaccurate(for
reasons described in detail in Section II). In addition, this paper
presents a novel Markov chain throughput model to translate
the predicted cache contention information into an estimate of
system throughput. We believe the models proposed here are
an important step towards models of more complex systems.

This paper makes the following contributions:
• It proposes a probabilistic contention model that accounts

for two novel locality metrics to accurately predict the
number of extra misses due to cache contention from a
large number of concurrent threads.

• It presents analytical models for estimating the through-
put of a multicore, fine-grained multithreaded single-issue
processor (similar to Sun’s Niagara).

• It shows the combined cache contention and throughput
model accurately predicts throughput versus detailed sim-
ulation and real hardware.

• It demonstrates the combined model can be employed
to optimize processor designs for application-specific
workloads 65 times faster than detailed simulation.

Relative to an earlier version [7] this article adds: (1) An
illustration of certain calculations; (2) A sensitivity study of a
component of the model (number of circular sequence groups);
(3) A description and quantification of probabilistically mod-
eling the input distributions used in our cache contention
model; (4) A sensitivity analysis the models for various cache
configurations and memory latencies.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
reviews Chandra et al.’s [6] model for predicting cache con-
tention, describes the challenges in extending it to model
interaction of many threads, then describes our novel cache
contention model. Section III proposes several analyticalmod-
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els for estimating the throughput of fine-grained multithreaded
architectures. Section IV describes our evaluation methodol-
ogy. Section V presents experimental results including an ap-
plication of the model to architecture optimization. Section VI
reviews related work. Finally, Section VII concludes.

II. M ODELING CACHE CONTENTION

A useful tool for modeling cache contention is the notion of
a circular sequence [6]. A circular sequence is a sequence of
accesses to the same cache set from a single thread in which
the first and last access are to the same block and this block
is not touched by intermediate accesses. Figure 2 illustrates
several examples of circular sequences. Here the blocksA, B,
C, D, andE map to the same set in a four-way LRU cache. A
circular sequence is denotedcseq(d, n), whered is the number
of distinct blocks andn is the total number of blocks in the
circular sequence. Since the first and last block are the same, d
is at least one less thann. In anx-way associative LRU cache
the last access incseq(d, n) is a hit if and only ifd ≤ x. In
Figure 2 the last access results in a miss since it is part of
cseq(5, 6) and five is greater than the cache associativity of
four – the sequence of accessesC, D, B, andE contained in
cseq(5, 6) evict A between the first and last access.

Chandra et al. [6] propose modeling the number of extra
cache misses due to cache contention by profiling circular
sequences and applying an inductive probability model. They
compute the average ofn, denotedn, weighted by the fre-
quency of occurrence ofcseq(d, n) for each d between1
and the cache associativity, and combine this access frequency
per set to approximate the average time interval between the
first and the last access of all circular sequences containing d

distinct blocks. The access frequency is the average number
of accesses per cycle to a cache set, including both hits and
misses. The estimated time interval is then converted to an
estimated number of accesses to a cache set, which is then
used to predict the probability that a given number of distinct
blocks are accessed in the set from another thread, from which
the probability that a cache hit becomes a miss due to cache
contention can be calculated.

To evaluate its accuracy for large numbers of threads, we ex-
tend theProbapproach presented for two threads in Chandra et
al. [6] by considering the interleaving of sequences from more
than one interfering thread (as suggested in their paper). For
“prior model” in Figure 1 we usePmiss(cseqX1

(dX1
, nX1

)) =
1−

∑

dX2
+...+dXN

≤A−dX1

∏

i=2...N P (seq(dXi
, E(nXi

))) to
extend Equation 3 for theProb model in Chandra et al. [6]
for more than two threads. HereXi, i 6= 1, represents each
interfering thread,A is the cache associativity, andN is the
total number of threads. This equation follows directly after
extending Corollary 3 in [6], such that the last access from
X1 in cseqX1(dX1 , nX1) always results in a miss due to
cache contention if

∑N

i=1 dXi
> A. Note

∑N

i=1 dXi
> A

is always true when the number of threads exceeds the cache
associativity sincedXi

is at least 1.
Figure 1 compares the predicted results from the above

natural extension of Chandra et al.’s model [6] (labeled“pre-
dicted (prior model)”) and the model proposed in Section II-B
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Fig. 2. An example of circular sequences
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Fig. 3. S(x) curves for a 12-way, 64B line, 4096-set LRU L2 cache

(labeled “predicted (new model)”). It also shows the actual
values measured on real hardware (a Niagara T1 based Sun
Fire T1000 system). This data shows that as the number of
threads sharing the cache increases, Chandra et al.’s cache
contention model [6] significantly over estimates the number
of cache misses. Specifically, “prior model” predicts an L2
miss increase of 37.6×, meaning 95.7% of the accesses that
hit in the cache whenmcf runs alone become cache misses.
However, this is far too pessimistic. The actual number of L2
misses in this example increases by only a factor of 6.2×,
meaning 16% of accesses that hit in the cache become misses
due to cache contention. The contention model presented in
Section II-B predicts this increase with a 4.8% error (versus
a 507.9% error for “prior model”).

The reason the prior model [6] overestimates cache misses
for large number of threads is it considers a representative
cache set rather than modeling the limited number of cache
sets a thread can access during a small time interval. A
consequence of this is it predicts at least one access per co-
scheduled thread between the first and last access in a circular
sequence. For example, when the number of threads matches
the cache associativity, only intervening accesses tocseq(1, ∗)
(back-to-back accesses to the same block) in which each co-
scheduled thread inserts a single access are modeled as hits.
When the number of threads exceeds the cache associativity
an access that hits when a thread runs alone will be modeled
as a miss since it is predicted there are more accesses from
concurrent threads than ways.

A. New Locality Metrics for Modeling Cache Contention

If the time interval between the first and the last access
in a circular sequence is short, cache accesses from other
co-scheduled threads are less likely to interfere. Even in the
presence of many co-scheduled threads the last access in a
short circular sequence will often remain a hit.

To quantify this we introduce the parameterS(x), which
is the average number of sets accessed by a thread duringx

consecutive loads or stores. This can be obtained by profiling
a memory access trace for a specific cache configuration (or
potentially in hardware—e.g., by adding a single bit per cache
set along with a single counter and a table—though detailed
explorations of such implementations are beyond the scope of
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this work). In Section II-D we show how to model S(x) for
various cache configurations by analyzing a memory access
trace only once using binomial distributions.

We note thatS(x) is different from the functionu(B) in
Agarwal et al. [8] (which is related toFA in Thiebaut and
Stone [9]). There are two differences: First,S(x) represents
the average number of uniquesetsaccessed givenx memory
references whereasu(B) is the average number of unique
blocks of size B measured over a fixed length time-slice
interval. Second, our use ofS(x) is quite different from the
use of u(B) or FA in earlier work. We show how one can
approximateS(x) assuming cache accesses follow a binomial
distribution using techniques similar to those used by Thiebaut
and Stone [9] in Section II-D. Section VI-A3 provides an
example showing that extending these earlier approaches for
modeling extra cache misses due to context switching on a
time-sharing machine does not work in the limit as threads
context switch cycle-by-cycle. This problem is overcome by
combiningS(x) with circular sequence profile information.

Figure 3 showsS(x) for different benchmarks. Asx (number
of memory instructions) increases, the number of distinct
cache sets accessed increases until saturating at the total
number of cache sets (provided the data set of an application
is large enough to use all sets in the cache). A thread with
higherS(x) for a givenx is more likely to access sets currently
used by other threads. The prior cache contention model [6]
effectively assumesS(x) is the total number of sets regardless
of the length of the time interval under consideration.

A thread’s cache footprint also depends on the number
of distinct blocks accessed in those sets. For example, it is
possible there are two threads with the sameS(x) for a given
x. However, for each set being accessed, there are ten distinct
blocks from the first thread and only two from the second
thread. Then, although the two threads access the same number
of sets, the first thread’s cache footprint over this interval
would be five times larger than the second thread.

To take this into consideration, we propose using a prob-
ability vector,b(i, x), to estimate the probability there arei
distinct accesses to a cache set duringx consecutive memory
instructions, given the cache set is accessed. Similar toS(x),
b(i, x) can be obtained via profiling. In Section II-D and II-E
we proposed analytical techniques for modeling this quantity.
Figure 4 illustratesb(i, x) with different values ofx for
mcf. For eachx, the probability there are one to eleven (i.e.,
associativity-1) distinct accesses to a cache set is shown in
the first eleven bars, while the rightmost bar of each figure is
the probability of having more than or equal to twelve (i.e.,
associativity) distinct accesses.

From Figure 4, we observe that when the measurement
interval (i.e., x) is small, the average number of distinct
accesses in each cache set is likely to be small. Asx increases,
the mode in eachb(i, x) distribution tends to move toward
higher values ofi. Whenx is sufficiently large, the number
of distinct accesses is typically greater than or equal to the
associativity of the cache. Our use ofb(i, x) essentially
replaces the use of the inductive probability model [6]. In the
next sectionS(x) andb(i, x) are used to predict cache misses
due to contention among large numbers of threads.

B. Accurately Modeling Cache Contention with Many Threads

For concreteness, we will describe how to model the number
of extra cache misses of a given thread (T1) due to sharing a
four-way set associative L1 data cache with three other threads
(T2, T3, and T4). We also generalize the details for different
numbers of threads and cache associativities.

We define thedistancebetween two accesses from a single
thread as the total number of intermediate memory accesses
from the thread (i.e., independent of which cache sets are
accessed). As mentioned in Section II-A, for a circular se-
quencecseq(d, n), the higher the distance between its first
and last access, the more likely the last access will become a
miss due to cache contention. Therefore, hereafter we describe
each circular sequence with the distance between its first and
last access ascseq(d, n, r), wherer represents the distance.
We usecseq(d, ∗, r) for the set of circular sequences withd
distinct tags, for alln such thatd < n ≤ r.

Briefly, the algorithm works as follows. First, the average
number of memory accesses to obtain a given number of
unique blocks in a circular sequence is computed. Next,
given an estimate of the relative progress of each thread this
is translated to the number of memory accesses from co-
scheduled threads (how to estimate a thread’s relative progress
is explained in Section IV). Then,S(x) is used to determine
the number of unique sets accessed by co-scheduled threads
andb(i, x) is used to determine the number of unique blocks
accessed in those sets by the co-scheduled threads. Finally, the
probability of a miss is computed.

The probability of a miss being introduced into
cseq(d, n, r) is a nonlinear function of the distancer.
In generalE[f(x)] 6= f(E[x]) when f is nonlinear. Accuracy
improves if we compute the probability of a miss for separate
groupsg of ranges ofr.

For each value ofd between one and the associativity of
the cache we carry out the first five steps below, then we use
the resulting information in the sixth step.
Step 1: The average distance to accessd unique blocks in a
given cache set is estimated as:

dist(d,g) =

∑rg
r=r

g
[r× num(cseq(d, ∗, r))]

∑rg
r=r

g
num(cseq(d, ∗, r))

where each groupg corresponds to a range ofr, with
lower and upper boundsrg and rg, and num(cseq(d, ∗, r))
denotes the number of occurrences of the circular sequence
cseq(d, ∗, r) during profiling.
Step 2: For eachdist(d,g), calculatenT2(d,g), nT3(d,g), nT4(d,g),
the corresponding numbers of accesses forT2, T3, and T4,
respectively, based upon the access frequency of those threads:

nTi(d,g) = dist(d,g) ×
access freq(Ti)

access freq(T1)

where access freq(Ti) is the number of memory instruc-
tions per cycle for threadTi. As described in more detail in
Section III-D2access freq(Ti) is estimated from a simple
single thread, sum-of-CPI-component model using the (current
best) estimated number of cache misses.
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(c) b(i, x = 20000)
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(d) b(i, x = 50000)
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Fig. 4. Probability distribution of the number of distinct blocks being accessed in a cache set formcf on a 12-way, 64B line, 3 MB cache. Horizontal axis
is value of i, andx is the measurement interval counted in consecutive memory instructions

Step 3: Using nTi(d,g) from Step 2, findSTi(d,g), the average
number of cache sets accessed duringnTi(d,g) consecutive
memory access instructions, by usingS(x):

STi(d,g) = S(nTi(d,g))

Step 4: The distribution of unique cache blocks accessed in a
set by a threadTi is computed as:

dTi(d,g)(k) = b(k, nTi(d,g))

wherek ranges from 1 up to the cache associativity.
Step 5: For each group of circular sequences, calculate the
probability the last access of a circular sequencecseq(d, n, r)
in groupg is not turned into a miss due to cache contention:

probH(d, g) =
i=N
∏

i=2

(1−
STi(d,g)

S
) +

N−1
∑

j=1

{

∑

2≤i1,i2,...,iN−1≤N

i1 6=i2... 6=iN−1

∀αin∈1..A,
∑

N−1
n=j

αin≤A−d
[

j−1
∏

n=1

(1−
STin(d,g)

S
)

N−1
∏

n=j

STin(d,g)

S
dTin(d,g)(αin)

]}

The intuition behind this formula is that the probability a
threadTi accesses the cache set containing a circular sequence
during an intervalnTi(d,g) is given by the number of sets it
accesses,STi(d,g), divided by the total number of sets (denoted
S). The formula above combines this with an enumeration of
the number of ways additional accesses can be inserted from
co-scheduled threads. Below we will show a detailed example
of how to evaluate this formula.
Step 6: The number of extra misses is calculated as:

assoc.
∑

d=1

∑

g

[(1− probH(d, g))×

rg
∑

r=r
g

num(cseq(d, ∗, r))]

Note our cache contention model is specific to LRU cache
replacement policy which is also the assumption made by
Chandra et al. [6]. To model the contention in a cache with
other replacement policies (e.g., MRU, random), the probabil-
ity that a miss when a thread runs alone turns into a hit when
the thread is co-scheduled with other threads needs to be mod-
eled. Also our model focuses on predicting multiprogrammed

workloads performance by accurately modeling negative cache
contention. To model the performance of parallel workloads,
the probability that a miss becomes a hit due to positive cache
interference (e.g., shared cache lines between threads) also
needs to be accurately modeled. We leave modeling contention
for other cache replacement policies and parallel workloads
performance to future work.

C. Example Calculation ofprobH(d, g)

To illustrate Step 5, we show how to computeprobH(2, g)
for the case when the number of co-scheduling threads (N) is
four and the cache associativity (A) is four.

When there are four threads the probabilityprobH(d, g) for
the first threadT1 can be viewed as the sum of four parts:
(i) the probability that no thread accesses the set containing
the circular sequence,(ii) the probability that only one thread
out of T2, T3, T4 accesses the set multiplied by the probability
the number of distinct accesses is less than or equalA− d

(the difference between the associativity and the number of
distinct accesses fromT1 in the circular sequence),(iii) the
probability that two threads access the set such that the number
of distinct accesses they make to the set is less than or equal
to the differenceA− d, and (iv) the probability that all other
threads besidesT1, access the set but the sum of their distinct
accesses is less than or equal to the differenceA− d.

To computeprobH(2, g) only the first three components
apply. Figure 5 illustrates each component by showing an
associated example in which the last access of a circular
sequencecseq(2, n, r) from T1 still hits in the cache when
T1 is co-scheduled withT2, T3, and T4. In this figure, a
block labeledXTi represents a cache blockX requested by
Ti. Note only one example is shown for each term and other
similar combinations are taken into account by the probability
calculation since the order of blocks between the first and
last access can change (e.g., the sequenceAT1BT1CT2AT1 and
AT1CT2BT1AT1 are both accounted for by the same term in the
probability calculation).

The first component is

(1−
ST2(2,g)

S
)(1−

ST3(2,g)

S
)(1−

ST4(2,g)

S
)
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Fig. 5. Explanation of each term ofprobH(2, g)

The second and third components are the sum of the terms in
subsequent portions of Figure 5. For example, for the second
component each term represents a different combination of
a single threadTi, i > 1 accessing the set and introducing
one (e.g.,dT2(2,g)(1)) or two (e.g.,dT2(2,g)(2)) unique blocks.
Such interleaved accesses would leave a circular sequence
cseq(2, n, r) as a cache hit.

D. ModelingS(x) and b(i, x) Using Binomial Distributions

In this section, we show how to use the binomial distribution
used in earlier analytical cache contention models to model
both S(x) andb(i, x). The advantage of this approach is that
it enables us to profile an application only once even if we
vary the number of sets or associativity of the cache.

Recall thatb(i, x) denotes the probability that the number
of unique cache blocks being accessed in a cache set accessed
is i duringx consecutive memory references, given the cache
set is accessed. To analytically modelb(i, x) of a thread, we
need to know the number of unique cache blocks requested by
the thread during thex memory references—i.e., the thread’s
cache “footprint” [9]. This information can be collected by
analyzing the thread’s program trace and we denote it byU(x)
hereafter. After obtainingU(x), we can modelb(i, x) based
upon the assumption of binomial distribution of cache blocks
among cache sets. If we use a random variableZ to represent
the number of unique cache blocks accessed in a cache set,
then the probability thatZ is equal to any integer between 0
andU(x) can be modeled as follows:

P[Z = i] =

(

U(x)

i

)

pi(1− p)U(x)−i for i = 0, 1, 2, ..., U(x)

wherep = 1/N and N is the total number of cache sets. The
intuition behind the above formula is that the assignment of
cache blocks among cache sets is approximated as a binomial
process withU(x) trials, each with the probability of success
p (i.e., the probability of choosing one set of interest out ofN

cache sets). Thenb(i, x) can be modeled as below:

b(i, x) =







P[Z = i] =
(

U(x)
i

)

pi(1− p)U(x)−i , 1 ≤ i < A
∑∞

k=A P[Z = k] =
∑∞

k=A

(

U(x)
k

)

pk(1− p)U(x)−k

, i = A

whereA is the cache associativity.
In our cache contention model, afterS(x) is collected,

the probability that a cache set is not accessed during the
x consecutive memory references is modeled as1− S(x)/N,
as described in Section II-B. By assuming the binomial
distribution of cache blocks among cache sets, this probability
is essentially modeled byP[Z = 0]. Therefore,S(x) can be
modeled by solving:

1−
S(x)

N
= P[Z = 0] = (1−

1

N
)U(x)

Resulting inS(x) = N(1− (1− 1
N
)U(x))

E. Modelingb(i, x) Using An Inductive Probability Function

The inductive probability function in Chandra et al. [6]
estimates the probability that givenn cache accesses in a set
from a thread, there ared distinct blocks among these accesses.
We denote the inductive probability function asP(seq(d, n))
below. It is possible to modelb(i, x) usingP(seq(d, n)). To
do this, we need the average number of cache accesses in a set,
given x consecutive memory references. We can approximate
the average number of accesses per set asx/S(x). Thenb(i, x)
can be modeled as below:

b(i, x) =

{

P(seq(i, x/S(x))) 1 ≤ i < A
∑∞

k=A
P(seq(k, x/S(x))) i = A

whereA is the cache associativity.

III. M ODELING THROUGHPUT

In this section we show how to employ the cache contention
model to predict throughput on simple manycore fine-grained
multithreaded processors such as Sun’s Niagara. We note that
with the decrease in ability to reduce supply voltage with
advances in process technologies, there is a push towards
integrating many simpler cores to improve overall system
throughput per unit power so that this model may find in-
creasing relevance in the future.

The models proposed in this paper apply directly to mul-
tiprogrammed workloads. To model parallel workloads our
models could be employed as thelower-level system model
of a two-level hierarchical parallel performance model [10]. In
such models, the lower-level system model predicts throughput
of the system up until the next synchronization point.
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Fig. 6. Markov chain model four thread fine-grained multithreading

A. Sum of Cycles Model

Assuming no overlapping of execution occurs on a core:

throughputC =
∑NC

i=1 num instTi
∑NC

i=1 cycleTi
, where throughputC is the

throughput on coreC, num instTi is the number of instruc-
tions executed by threadTi, cycleTi is the number of cycles
taken by the thread to run those instructions when the thread
runs alone andNC is the total number of threads running on
core C. This simple model works well when an application
is compute-bound, but Section V shows it underestimates
throughput by 58% on average for realistic workloads.

B. Sum of IPCs Model

To account for the fact that stalls from different threads ona
core can overlap, a simple approach is to sum up each thread’s
isolated instructions per cycle(IPC). This works well for
memory-latency bound applications but tends to overestimate
the real throughput by 55% on average.

C. Bernoulli Model

To more accurately model overlapping of stalls the
next model assumes every cycle each thread performs a
“coin toss” (or Bernoulli trial) to determine whether it
has an instruction ready to execute. The probability a
thread Ti has a ready instruction ready is estimated as
IPCTi/IPCmax (the thread’s isolated IPC normalized to the
maximum issue rate). Then1− IPCTi/IPCmax is an estimate
of the probability thatTi cannot issue an instruction and
∏NC

i=1
(1− IPCTi/IPCmax) becomes an estimate for the

probability thatno thread has an instruction ready to issue,
whereNC is the number of threads running on a core andIPCTi
represents the isolated IPC of threadTi. Thus, the throughput
of fine-grained multithreaded coreC can be estimated as:
throughputC = IPCmax × (1−

∏NC
i=1

(1 − IPCTi/IPCmax)).
This model still overestimates throughput by 23% on average.

D. A Markov Chain Model

To improve accuracy memory system contention needs to
be taken into account. To this end, we propose a Markov chain
model. When combined with the cache contention model from
Section II-B this model reduces error to 7.9%.

Figure 6 illustrates the model for a four-thread, single-issue,
in-order, fine-grained multithreaded pipeline with a memory
system that supports at most one outstanding long latency
cache miss per thread. The assumption of one outstanding
cache miss per thread matches Sun’s Niagara T1 and T2
processors [11]. Detailed simulation shows that supporting
additional outstanding cache misses per thread would improve
throughput by 4.6%, but we leave extending our analytical
model for multiple outstanding cache misses or more complex
pipelines as future work while again noting the trend towards
integrating many simpler cores.

The Markov chain illustrated in Figure 6 has five states,
S0 to S4, where stateSn corresponds ton threads waiting for
a long latency event such as a cache miss. InS0 all threads
are available for hardware scheduling. On any cycle, if there
is at least one thread ready we assume an instruction issues.
Thus, throughput is modeled as1− prob(SN), whereN is the
number of threads (in stateSN no threads can issue). There
are three types of transitions illustrated: upstream transitions
(illustrated by broken lines, e.g.,p01), downstream transitions
(illustrated by solid lines, e.g.,p10), and staying transitions
(illustrated by broken lines separated by dots, e.g.,p00). An
upstream transitioncorresponds toSx → Sy, wherex < y; a
downstream transitioncorresponds toSx → Sy, wherex > y;
and astaying transitiondoes not change states1. For a core that
issues threads from one thread per cycle, at most one thread
can become newly suspended on a cycle, thus preventing
transitions such asS0 → S2, while multiple threads can be
reactivated in the same cycle. We consider how to model the
probabilities of the transitions under both homogeneous and
heterogeneous workloads below.

1) Homogeneous Workloads:
We begin by assuming the probability of being suspended

is the same for each thread and that only one type of event can
stall a thread. We relax both assumptions in Section III-D2.

We usep to represent the probability of a thread being sus-
pended. This can be calculated as the fraction of instructions
causing a thread to be suspended. We useM to represent the
latency (in cycles) of the events that cause a thread to be
suspended. The probability of reactivating a suspended thread
on any given cycle is estimated as1

M
since, in the nextM cycles,

the suspended thread can only be reactivated in the last cycle.
A thread remains suspended with probability1− 1

M
= M−1

M
.

Table I summarizes the transition probabilities and the
corresponding number of threads suspended and/or activated.
For example, the upstream transitionp23 (i.e., the probability
of S2 → S3) is modeled asp( M−1

M
)2 where ( M−1

M
)2 is the

probability both suspended threads remain suspended.
Some state transitions can be achieved in more

than one way. For instance, the downstream transition
p32 (i.e., the probability of S3 → S2), is modeled as
(1− p)

(

3

1

)

( 1
M
)( M−1

M
)2 + p

(

3

2

)

( 1
M
)2( M−1

M
). Here (1− p) is the

probability the currently executing thread does not become
suspended and

(

3

1

)

( 1
M
)( M−1

M
)2 is the probability one thread is

reactivated this cycle and the other two remain suspended.

1Although the state is not changed, some events might occur. For example,
it is possible that the state remains unchanged while one suspended thread is
reactivated and another thread becomes newly suspended.
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TABLE I
TRANSITION PROBABILITY DEFINITIONS FOR ANN-THREAD FINE-GRAINED MULTITHREADED ARCHITECTURE

Upstream (j > i) Value (#susp., #act.)

j = i+ 1 pij = p( M−1

M
)i (1,0)

Downstream (j < i) Value (#susp., #act.)

i 6= N, j 6= 0 pij = (1− p)
(

i

i−j

)

( 1
M
)i−j( M−1

M
)j

+ p
(

i

i−j+1

)

( 1
M
)i−j+1( M−1

M
)j−1

(0,i-j) or (1,i-j+1)

i 6= N, j = 0 pij = (1− p)
(

i

i−j

)

( 1
M
)i−j( M−1

M
)j (0,i-j)

i = N pij =
(

i

i−j

)

( 1
M
)i−j( M−1

M
)j (0,i-j)

Staying (j = i) Value (#susp., #act.)

i 6= N, i 6= 0 pii = (1− p)( M−1

M
)i + p

(

i

1

)

( 1
M
)( M−1

M
)i−1 (0,0) or (1,1)

i = 0 pii = 1− p (0,0)

i = N pii = ( M−1

M
)i (0,0)

There are
(

3

1

)

combinations of threads for which this can
occur. The second term models the probability the current
executing thread becomes newly suspended, one thread
remains suspended, and the two other threads are reactivated.

The steady state probability for each state is found using:

−→
vs = [prob(S0) prob(S1) ... prob(SN)] = lim

n→∞

−→
viM

n
T=

−→vsMT

whereMT = [pij] is an (N+ 1)-by-(N+ 1) transition matrix,
created usingpij defined in Table I, and−→vi = [1 0 ... 0] is
the initial state vector (initially, allN threads are ready to issue
an instruction). This equation can be evaluated quickly using
standard techniques [12].

2) Heterogeneous Workloads:
One way to extend the model for heterogeneous workloads

is to use multiple states to represent a given number of
threads waiting for long latency events. Individual stateswould
be used to represent particular combinations of suspended
threads. This would require a large number (2N, whereN is
the number of threads) states.

Instead, we keep the same Markov chain structure but
compute an averagep for all the threads as follows:
p =

∑N

i=1
piwi, wherep denotes the average probability that

a thread will be suspended,pi is the probability that thread
i will be suspended, andwi is a weight factor equal to the
number of instructions executed for the thread, divided by the
total number of instructions executed on the core. Therefore,p
can be further expressed as:p =

∑N

i=1
Ii
Ni

Ni
Ntotal

=
∑N

i=1
Ii

Ntotal
,

whereIi is the number of instructions causing the threadi

to be suspended,Ni is the number of instructions executed
for threadi, and Ntotal is the total number of instructions
executed on the fine-grained multithreaded core.

We assumeNi is proportional to threadi’s isolated IPC
computed using a simple sum of CPI component model [13].
Then, we use the cache contention model in Section II-B to
predict the number of extra cache misses and add the product
of the number of extra misses for each thread and the miss
latency to estimate a new CPI for the thread. Finally, we update
Ni to make it proportional to its new CPI and use this value
to obtainp.

An averageM when multiple events might suspend a thread
can be computed using:M =

∑k

i=1 Misi, where k, Mi, si
represent the number of different types of events, latency

of an eventi, and the weight of the event, respectively.
The weightsi for an event is computed as the product of
its number of occurrences and its latency, normalized as a
fraction of total execution time. For example, ifEvent1 with
5-cycle latency happens 50 times andEvent2 with 100-cycle
latency happens 10 times, then the averageM is calculated as
M = 5× 50×5

50×5+10×100
+ 100× 10×100

50×5+10×100
= 81.

IV. M ETHODOLOGY

We evaluated the accuracy of our analytical models in
three steps. First, we compared our analytical models against
a detailed simulator for a microarchitecture similar to Sun
Microsystems’ Niagara T1 [14] that we developed by mod-
ifying SMTSIM [15]. Table II shows the microarchitectural
parameters simulated. We do not enforce cache inclusion
between the L1 and the L2 cache (earlier cache contention
studies have shown this has minimal effect [6]). Second, we
applied our combined analytical cache contention and Markov
chain throughput model to obtain two optimized application-
specific multithreaded processor designs. Finally, we validated
our analytical models by comparing their predictions against a
Sun Fire T1000, which has a T1 Niagara processor containing
8 cores each with 4 thread contexts (32 threads total) and runs
the Solaris 10 operating system. We used Shade [16] to collect
instruction traces that are later analyzed to obtain inputsto our
models. We report the arithmetic mean of the absolute value
of error since it reports the largest error number and since
we are interested in averaging theerror of the IPC prediction
(not the average speedup), but we also report geometric mean
and harmonic mean of the absolute error to allay any concern
these numbers might lead to different conclusions. For brevity
sake we drop reference to “absolute value of error” while
discussing results, but all errors are measured as absolute
values to avoid the possibility of negative errors canceling
positive errors during the averaging process.

When we validated our cache contention model, we used
our detailed simulator and hardware performance counters to
obtain information about the number of instructions executed
by each thread. Then, for each thread, we analyzed its memory
instructions trace to obtain the two temporal locality metrics
that we proposed in Section II-A as well as the circular se-
quence profile. Next, we predicted the number of extra misses
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TABLE II
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Number of Cores 8 in-order cores

Number of Threads 32, 4 threads per core

Pipeline 6 stages

Branch Predictor 4Kb gShare, 256-entry BTB, private

L1 Instruction Cache 16KB, 16B/line, 4-way, LRU, 1-cyc lat., private

L1 Data Cache 16KB, 16B/line, 4-way, LRU, 1-cyc lat., private

L2 Unified Cache 3MB, 64B/line, 12-way, LRU, 10-cyc lat., global

L1-L2 Interconnection Crossbar [11]

ITLB/DTLB 64 entry, private

Memory Latency 110 cycles

TABLE III
SIMULATED WORKLOADS FOREACH CORE

Core 1 Workload 1 (C1W1) ammp-applu-art-mcf

Core 2 Workload 1 (C2W1) ammp-applu-art-mcf

Core 3 Workload 2 (C3W2) bzip2-mgrid-swim-equake

Core 4 Workload 2 (C4W2) bzip2-mgrid-swim-equake

Core 5 Workload 3 (C5W3) ammp-art-mgrid-equake

Core 6 Workload 3 (C6W3) ammp-art-mgrid-equake

Core 7 Workload 4 (C7W4) applu-bzip2-mcf-swim

Core 8 Workload 4 (C8W4) applu-bzip2-mcf-swim

of each thread using the cache contention model described in
Section II-B and compared the modeled extra misses to the
result from our detailed simulator and performance counters.

When we validated our Markov chain throughput model,
we first approximated the number of instructions executed by
each thread as proportional to its isolated IPC, given the total
number of instructions executed by all threads in a core. We
used performance counters to obtain theisolatedIPC when we
compared to hardware. Then, we applied our cache contention
model to predict the number of extra misses for each thread
and adjusted each thread’s IPC by using the product of the
number of extra misses and the miss latency. Then, we re-
estimated the number of instructions executed by each thread
based on the thread’s refined IPC. Next we applied the cache
contention model again to approximate the extra number of
misses for each thread based on its refined instruction count.
Finally, we used the refined instruction count and the extra
number of misses for each thread as the input to our Markov
chain model to estimate the throughput2. Note in this study
we model the overall throughput (IPC) of a multi-programmed
core. Eyerman and Eeckhout propose normalized metrics for
multi-programmed system performance [17]. Our model can
also be applied to predict the normalized performance since
the relative performance of each thread is modeled (i.e., in
this instance the choice of performance metric is orthogonal
to developing an accurate analytical throughput model).

For the comparison against the detailed simulator, we chose
8 benchmarks from the SPEC 2000 Benchmark Suite [18]
to form heterogeneous multiprogrammed workloads for each
fine-grained multithreaded core being simulated. Table III
shows the simulated workload of each core for our first study.
We ran our detailed simulator such that each core executed at

2We found that additional “iterations” to update the relative IPC of each
thread due to cache contention did not improve model accuracy.

least 400 million instructions.
For our hardware comparison, we evaluated homogeneous

workloads consisting of a varying number of threads, each
running a memory intensive application (mcf). We also eval-
uated several heterogeneous workloads consisting of multiple
instances of two types of applications to obtain 32 threads
in total running concurrently. We consider the following
combinations: 16gzip+16eqk (each core runs two gzip and
two equake), 16mcf+16gzip, 16mcf+16art. We compiled these
benchmarks on the Sun Fire T1000 using gcc 3.4.3 with -O2
optimization and ran them with their train inputs (mcf and
art) and test inputs (gzip and equake). We use test and train
inputs since the reference inputs generate memory traces that
are very long when running applications to completion. We run
applications to completion to facilitate comparison of hardware
with our analytical models.

To obtain miss latencies required by our throughput model,
we created several simple (about20 lines in C) microbench-
marks, which we ran on a single thread context. Based
upon these separate calibration measurements, we used fixed
latencies of 20 cycles, 220 cycles, and 50 cycles for an L1
cache miss that hits in the L2 cache, an L2 cache miss, and a
floating point instruction, respectively.

In Step 1 of the cache contention model, we classify circular
sequences into twelve groups. The first group corresponds
to all the circular sequences with1 < r < 25, the next ten
groups with2i ≤ r < 2i+1, i ∈ 5, 6, ..., 14, and the last group
corresponds to all the circular sequences withr ≥ 215.

For our study, we implement the calculations in Matlab and
the running time (on an Intel Core 2 Duo desktop system) is on
the order of 0.3 seconds per thread. This is the time to calculate
prob H and the extra number of cache misses, givenS(x),
b(i, x), and information about circular sequences frequencies.
The run time is insensitive to different benchmarks, the number
of instructions per benchmark, and the number of sets. How-
ever, the run time scales superlinearly as the number of cache’s
associativity increases (0.3 seconds corresponds to computing
the data in Figure 7 for the configurations in Table II).

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Our experimental results are described below.

A. Cache Contention Model

Figure 7(a) and 7(b) illustrate the impact of cache sharing on
the number of extra misses for our L1 data cache and L2 cache,
respectively, when the heterogeneous workloads describedin
Table III are simulated. For each thread we plot the ratio of
extra misses with contention versus total misses without cache
contention. Modeling error is less significant for L2 misses,
which also have a higher impact on performance than L1
misses. For the L1 cache, the arithmetic mean error is 40.3%,
and the maximum error is 150.0% (geometric and harmonic
mean are 12.1% and 0.9%). For the L2 cache, the arithmetic
mean of error of our model is 4.4%, and the maximum error
is 20.3% (geometric and harmonic mean 1.1% and 0.2%),
Figure 8 illustrates the data using a scatter plot comparing
predicted throughput from the model (y-axis) versus actual
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Fig. 8. Predicted versus simulated cache misses

throughput (x-axis). The predictions given by our model are
highly correlated with detailed simulation and obtain cor-
relation coefficients of 0.9993 and 0.9999, when predicting
number of extra L1 and L2 cache misses, respectively.

The average and maximum error for the L1 cache is higher
than the L2 cache due to the fact the number of extra L1
misses is much smaller than the number of extra L2 misses.
For example, the model predicts 242K additional misses for
T1 on Core 1 compared to 6153K misses without contention.
The actual number of additional misses is 97K so the error in
the model is 150%. However, since the number of extra L1
misses is relatively small (the number of L1 misses increases
only by 1.6%), this 150% error does not significantly impact
the accuracy of the Markov chain throughput model.

1) Distance Grouping Sensitivity:As mentioned in Sec-
tion II-B, the accuracy of the cache contention model is
affected by the number of groups chosen when analyz-
ing circular sequences in Step 1 of the cache contention
model. Figure 9(a) shows the arithmetic mean error (across
all benchmarks) of the overall cache contention model as
the number of groups varies from one to twenty. In this
figure when we use a single group it includes all circular
sequences. For two groups the first group corresponds to
all the circular sequences with1 < r < 25, and the second
group contains all other circular sequences. When there are
n groups (withn > 2), the first group corresponds to all the
circular sequences with1 < r < 25, the nextn− 2 groups
correspond to2i ≤ r < 2i+1, i ∈ 5, 6, ..., n+ 2, and the last
group corresponds to all the circular sequences withr ≥ 2n+3.
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Fig. 9. Impact of the number of groups used to classify circular sequences
on the accuracy of our cache contention model

The reason behind the seemingly counter-intuitive non-
monotonicity of the model error is highlighted in Figure 9(b),
which shows a representative example of the error of our
cache contention model forequakerunning on Core 5 (see
Table III) but without taking the absolute value of the error.
This figure shows that for a small number of (≤ 6), the
error is negative indicating the estimated numbers of extra
cache misses is less than the simulated results, and reverses to
estimating more cache misses than actually occur for a larger
number of groups (between 6 and 11). More close investigation
showed that, for a small number of groups, the average
distance calculated for all the circular sequences belonging
to the last group (e.g., the fifth group if only five groups are
used) is biased by the circular sequences with relatively small
r, resulting in an underestimated probability the last access
of a circular sequence in the last group becomes a miss due
to cache contention (i.e., an underestimated1− probH(d, g)).
On the other hand, with larger numbers of groups (between
seven and eleven), the average distance calculated for the last
group is biased by the circular sequences with relatively large
r, leading to an overestimated1− probH(d, g). When the
number of groups is greater than or equal to twelve, the error
reduces and becomes stable, indicating the number of groups
is sufficiently large to effectively separate circular sequences
with significantly differentr.

2) Modeling S(x) and b(i,x) Using Binomial Distribu-
tions: Figure 10(a), 10(b), and 10(c) compares theS(x) mod-
eled by assuming binomial distribution of cache blocks among
cache sets described in Section II-D (labeled “Binomial”)
to the one collected from analyzing program traces (labeled
“Trace”) for ammp, mgrid, and bzip2, respectively. The dif-
ference betweenBinomial and Trace is very small for some
applications (e.g.,mgrid in Figure 10(b)). However, compared
to Trace, Binomial underestimates the number of distinct
cache sets accessed for others (e.g.,ammpin Figure 10(a)) and
it overestimates for still others (e.g.,bzip2 in Figure 10(c)).

Figure 11(a), 11(b), and 11(c) compares theb(i, x) modeled
by assuming binomial distribution of cache blocks among
cache sets (labeled “Binomial”) to the one measured directly
during profiling (labeled “Trace”) for mcf during 1000, 10000,
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Fig. 11. Probability distribution of the number of distinctblocks being accessed in a cache set formcf on a 12-way, 64B line, 3 MB cache, from both
assuming binomial distribution of cache blocks among sets (Binomial) and analyzing program traces (Trace). Horizontal axis is value ofi, and x is the
measurement interval counted in consecutive memory instructions

and 100000 consecutive memory references, respectively. The
difference betweenBinomial andTrace is not significant.

Figure 12 shows the average errors of predicted number of
extra L1 and L2 cache misses when modelingS(x) andb(i, x)
using binomial distributions (labeled “Binomial”) compared
to directly measuringS(x) and b(i, x) (labeled “Trace”).
The bars in Figure 12 are normalized to the results from
Binomial. These results show that estimatingS(x) andb(i, x)
as proposed in Section II-D works well. The error ofTrace is
16.4% and 3.1% less thanBinomial for L1 data cache and L2
cache, respectively. Note that this does not mean there is no
profiling overhead, since theBinomial model for estimating
S(x) and b(i, x) still requires the number of unique cache
blocks accessed in a certain number of memory references
(i.e., U(x)).

3) Modelingb(i, x) Using An Inductive Probability Func-
tion: Figure 14(a), 14(b), and 14(c) compares theb(i, x)
modeled by using the inductive function in [6] as described
in Section II-E (labeled “Prob”) to the b(i, x) collected from
analyzing program traces (labeled “Trace”) for mcf during
1000, 10000, and 100000 consecutive memory references, re-
spectively. We observe from Figure 14 that the average distinct
accesses in a set modeled fromProb is always larger than
Trace (e.g., the average distinct accesses in a set modeled by
Prob is 2.0 versus 1.4 byTrace for Figure 14(b)), resulting in
an overestimation of the number of extra misses due to cache
sharing and, consequently, larger error forProb. Figure 13
shows the average error of the predicted number of extra L1
and L2 cache misses due to cache sharing versus simulation
by both modelingb(i, x) based upon the inductive probability
function as described above (labeled “Prob”) and modeling
b(i, x) from analyzing program traces (labeled “Trace”). The
data in this figure shows that the error for the inductive model
approach to estimatingb(i, x) is larger than that obtained for
the binomial model approach. The error ofTrace is 83.1%
and 66.3% less thanProb for L1 data cache and L2 cache,
respectively. This is an increase of 491% and 197% in error of

Prob relative toTrace versus an increase of 19.6% and 3.2%
in error of Binomial relative toTrace in Figure 12.

B. Throughput Models

Figure 15(a) compares the throughput on each core pre-
dicted by the different models described in Section III to the
simulated throughput and Figure 15(b) shows the error of
each model. The first bar (“sumCYCLE”) corresponds to the
model described in Section III-A that always underestimates
the actual throughput (with an arithmetic mean error of 58%)
since the model assumes the execution of each thread on a core
is completely serialized. The second bar (“sumIPC”) is ob-
tained using the model described in Section III-B that always
overestimates the actual throughput (with an error of 55% on
average). The third bar (“Bernoulli”) represents the Bernoulli
model described in Section III-C that is more accurate than the
previous two models (with an average error of 23%), but its
error is still significant for some workloads (e.g., the error is
54% for Core 1 Workload 1) since it does not take into account
cache contention. Finally, the fourth bar (“MC”) represents
the Markov chain model proposed in Section III-D combined
with our cache contention model proposed in Section II-B that
predicts the throughput significantly more accurately withan
arithmetic mean error over eight cores of 7.9% and a maximum
error of 14.3%.

C. Sensitivity Study

We test the accuracy of our models for different cache
configurations by applying them to different combinations of
L2 cache sets (1024, 2048, or 4096) and associativity (8, 12,
or 16). Figure 16 compares the predicted average throughput
over all cores to the measured throughput from detailed
simulation for different L2 cache configurations, while keeping
other parameters unchanged. For each cache configuration, the
notationAK-B means the number of L2 cache sets isAK (i.e.,
A × 1024) and the L2 cache associativity isB. We observe
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from Figure 16 our models accurately track the impact of
varying cache configurations on overall performance obtained
from the cycle-accurate simulator described in Section IV,
with an average error of 8.3% and correlation coefficient

TABLE IV
MODELING ERRORS FOR VARIOUSL2 CACHE CONFIGURATIONS

L2 conf. L1 L2 throughput

1K-8 44.61% 34.44% 8.67%

1K-12 45.86% 5.12% 8.55%

1K-16 50.01% 3.78% 8.47%

2K-8 48.01% 4.67% 8.70%

2K-12 44.94% 3.31% 8.21%

2K-16 43.27% 2.84% 8.21%

4K-8 45.80% 2.92% 8.22%

4K-12 41.12% 4.46% 7.88%

4K-16 42.71% 4.95% 7.47%

Average 45.15% 7.39% 8.26%

of 0.9906. The constant offset is due to a mismatch in the
number of instructions executed per thread predicted by our
model and the actual number executed per thread in detailed
simulation. Table IV illustrates the average modeling errors
of our models for various L2 cache configurations, compared
to detailed simulation. On average, our models predict extra
L1 data cache misses, extra L2 cache misses, and throughput
obtained from detailed simulation with an error of 45.15%,
7.39%, and 8.26%, respectively.

Figure 17 compares the predicted average throughput over
all cores to the measured throughput from detailed simulation
for various memory latencies, while keeping other parameters
the same as the ones shown in Table II. From Figure 17
we observe that our models accurately track the performance
impact of varying memory latencies, with an average error of
9.3% and correlation coefficent of 0.9999.

D. Case Study: Optimizing Threads Per Core for Application-
Specific Workloads

In this section, we present a case study of using our
analytical models to predict the overall throughput of systems
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Fig. 18. Case Study: Design space exploration

with different number of cores and threads with the aim of
finding the optimal configuration for some application-specific
workloads. We choosemcf andbzip2 for the study.

We vary the number of cores of the system from 1 to 8
and the number of threads per core from 1 to 4 (i.e., 32
configurations in total) when running the same application
for each thread. Figure 18(a) and 18(b) show the modeled
throughput in all configurations formcf and bzip2, respec-
tively. The model indicates that, when the number of cores
is fixed, throughput scales up as the number of threads per
core increases formcf, but down forbzip2. The reason is the
memory-bound nature ofmcf, which causes the throughput
to be relatively low whenmcf runs by itself on a core.
Throughput improves when running and sharing resources
with other threads. In contrastbzip2 is compute-bound. When
the number of threads sharing a core is over two, extra cache
misses due to cache contention outweigh the advantage of fine-
grained multithreading, degrading overall throughput. Hence,
the optimal configuration formcf is eight cores with four
threads per core, whereas forbzip2 it is eight cores with
two threads per core. Our analytical model predicts the same
optimal configuration for each workload as the one obtained
from detailed simulations.

For mcf, the arithmetic mean error, the geometric mean, and
the harmonic mean are 2.2%, 2.1%, and 1.8%, respectively.
For bzip2, they are 14.3%, 4.0%, and 1.0%, respectively.
Moreover, our model is much faster than running detailed
simulations. The time taken by our analytical model to find
the throughput in all 32 configurations for each benchmark
was as follows: We required 20 minutes to collect traces and
statistics required for the cache contention model and roughly
10 seconds to evaluate the cache contention and Markov chain
model, while the detailed simulator takes more than 22 hours
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(i.e., overall, 65 times faster3).

E. Hardware Validation

While our detailed simulator captures the effects we set
out to model analytically, we wish to find out how closely
our models predict real hardware performance. Thus, we
compare our models to the actual performance measured on
a Sun Fire T1000 server (i.e., a Niagara T1 machine [14]).
Figure 19(a) compares the predicted against actual increase
in L2 load misses per thread, normalized to the number of
L2 cache load misses in the absence of contention for a
homogeneous workload—a varying number of copies of the
memory intensive benchmarkmcf. From Figure 19(a) we
observe that as the number of threads running in parallel
increases, the number of extra L2 load misses per thread
also increases due to additional cache contention. Our model
accurately predicts this trend. In Figure 19(a) the arithmetic
mean error of our model is 8.7% (improving the accuracy of
the prior model [6]—not shown in the figure—by a factor of
48.1×). Similarly, Figure 19(b) compares the average number
of extra L2 load misses per thread executing a variety of
heterogeneous workloads. In Figure 19(b), the arithmetic mean
error of our model is 22.6% (improving the accuracy of the
prior model [6]—not shown—by a factor of 163.4×).

3We note that that our analytical models do not accout for detailed pipeline
information and we modeled a simple in-order pipeline similar to Sun
Microsystems’ Niagara T1 in our detailed simulator since wehope to see how
accurate our models are by only accounting for the first-order factors such as
cache contention and fine-grained multithreading. However, in some sense we
are already conservative in stating the speedup of our analytical models over
detailed simulation as traces only need to be collected and analyzed once for
each application and the overhead can be amortized by reusing them.
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Figure 20 compares the throughput per core predicted by
our combined cache contention and Markov throughput model
(“MC”), as well as that predicted by the three simpler models
described in Sections III-A to III-C (“sumCYCLE”, “ sumIPC”,
and “Bernoulli”, respectively) against the Sun Fire T1000
server (“actual (Sun Fire T1000)”) for four different workloads
(one homogeneous, three heterogeneous). We observe thatMC
tends to track the actual hardware better than the simpler
models. The standard deviation of the error forMC is 10.7%
which is much lower than 26.1%, 113.7%, and 90.8% for
sumCYCLE, sumIPC, and Bernoulli, respectively. Moreover,
we notice thatMC always overestimates actual throughput (by
30.6% on average). We believe this bias is due partly to the
fact that we used an average L2 cache miss latency measured
in the absence of DRAM contention. The detailed performance
simulator used for comparison in Section V-A and V-D does
not model detailed DRAM timing or page faults. Analytically
modeling the impact of such factors is beyond the scope of
this work.

VI. RELATED WORK

We first review related work on cache modeling and then
summarize throughput modeling.

A. Cache Modeling

Researchers have explored analytical cache models for sev-
eral decades. We first review the work related to obtaining miss
rates where a single thread accesses a cache and then consider
the work addressing the situation where multiple threads may
interact while sharing a cache.

1) One Thread:Smith [19] develops a model employing
a binomial distribution to model the cache miss rates in a
set associative cache under the assumption of LRU replace-
ment and that sets are accessed equally likely by leveraging
LRU-stack analysis [20]. Hill and Smith propose simulation
algorithms for quickly evaluating the miss rates of caches
accessed by a single thread [21]. Guo and Solihin present
an analytical model for predicting cache miss rate of various
cache replacement policies for a single thread, leveraging
circular sequence profiling [22].

Berg and Hagersten [23] introduce StatCache which uses
statistical sampling to accelerate locality profiling. Shen et
al. [24] estimate the distinct data in a number of accesses and
use it to obtain accurate miss rate estimates faster than full
LRU profiling. An interesting area for future work may be
to extend these approaches to more rapidly collect circular
sequence profiles for online use of the analytical models
proposed in this paper for application to OS scheduling.

2) Multiple Threads or Processes:Thiebaut and Stone [9]
propose an analytical model for cache-reload transients (i.e.,
cache contention due to context switching) and Agarwal et
al. [8] propose an analytical cache model to predict a process’
cache miss rate. Both do so on a time-sharing system running
multiprogrammed workloads. Falsafi and Wood [25] extend
Thiebaut and Stone’s model to account for the interaction of
more than two threads and apply analytical modeling to predict
cost/performance of the Wisconsin Wind Tunnel simulator.

They also consider the case where parallel threads share some
memory regions (leading to prefetching effects), which we
did not consider in our study. While all of the above work
assumes a binomial distribution of cache blocks among cache
sets, our model usesS(x) andb(i, x) to more directly quantify
the probability of a co-scheduled thread inserting a certain
number of accesses into a cache set to better model the very
fine-grained interleaving of threads (we assume that threads
are interleaving access by access). Section VI-A3 evaluates
Thiebaut and Stone [9] in the limiting case of cycle-by-cycle
access interleaving showing it reduces to a prediction of no
contention and consequently is unsuitable for modeling cache
sharing of the type considered in this paper.

Liu et al. [26] propose an analytical model to predict the
number of context switch misses that a thread experiences on
a time-sharing system, given the thread’s circular sequence
profile, the degree of cache perturbation, and a set of cache
parameters. Suh et al. [27] study the problem of partitioning
a cache to reduce miss rate and employ an analytical that
estimates miss rates due to context switching assuming a fully
associative cache. Chandra et al. [6] introduce the notion of a
circular sequence as a refinement of the LRU stack profile and
employ it to predict the impact of concurrent accesses between
two threads. Our work shows how to apply circular sequence
profiling to many threads while accurately predicting cache
contention.

3) Limiting Case of Time-Sharing:Below we show that
extending the earlier approaches from Thiebaut and Stone [9]
to model very fine-grained cache contention (we assume that
threads are interleaving access by access) results in this earlier
model always predicting there is no cache contention. This is
a consequence of assumptions about the behavior of a time-
sharing system and the associated granularity of interleaving
of processes (several thousands of memory references rather
than cycle-by-cycle). In particular, in deriving Equation3.10
on page 313 of their paper, Thiebaut and Stone assume that
after every task switch the data accessed by the new thread is
the whole working setFA.

The following evaluates Thiebaut and Stone’s model
assuming two threads interleave accesses “cycle by cycle”.
Following Thiebaut and Stone, we letX be a random variable
representing the number of blocks belonging to the first thread
in a given set andY be a random variable representing the
number of blocks belonging to the second thread in a given
set. Similarly,Z is a random variable representing the number
of first thread’s blocks evicted by the second thread in a given
set, N is the number of sets, andK is the set associativity.
Equation 3.1 from Thiebaut and Stone’s paper [9] gives
P[X = 0] = N−1

N
and P[X = 1] = 1

N
(X = i with i > 1 is

impossible since we assume interleaving by each access).
Equation 3.4 from Thiebaut and Stone givesP[Y = 0] = N−1

N

and P[Y = 1] = 1
N

(Y = i with i > 1 is impossible since we
assume interleaving by each access). Thus Equation 3.6 from
Thiebaut and Stone yieldsP[Z = 0] = P[X = 0]P[0 ≤ Y ≤ K]+
P[X = 1]P[0 ≤ Y ≤ K− 1] = ( N−1

N
× 1) + ( 1

N
× 1) = 1 and

subsequently Equation 3.7 from Thiebaut and Stone yields
P[Z = 1] = P[X = 1]P[Y = K] = 0 (since P[Y = K] = 0 for
K > 1, set-associative cache). Then Equation 3.8 from
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Thiebaut and Stone yieldsX = 1
N

and Equation 3.9 from
Thiebaut and Stone yieldsZ = 0. Consequently, Equation 3.10
from Thiebaut and Stone shows the average reload transient
equals FA − (N× X− N× Z) = 1− (N× 1

N
− N× 0) = 0.

Thus no cache contention is predicted for the limit of
fine-grained interleaving cycle by cycle.

B. Throughput

Yamamoto et al. [28] describe an analytical model for
a multistreamedsuperscalar processor. The processor they
model is essentially an SMT processor (capable of issuing
instructions from multiple threads to the superscalar coreon a
single cycle) with the assumption of perfect branch prediction
and caches that always hit. They present a probabilistic model
to account for structural hazards by considering the instruction
mix versus number and type of function units and use a
correction factor computed by performing detailed simulation
for a single thread in isolation to account for the effects of
control and data hazards. In contrast, our model, while focused
on single-issue fine-grained multithreaded architectures, re-
quires no detailed simulation infrastructure to obtain accurate
throughput predictions.

Concurrent with our work, Govindaraju et al. propose a
customized analytical model [29] similar to our Bernoulli
model. Chandra et al. [6] mention their model can be applied
to predict overall performance, but do not describe specific
techniques for achieving this goal.

VII. C ONCLUSIONS

In this paper we present novel techniques for analytically
modeling the cache contention and throughput of multi-
threaded manycore microprocessors. Overall, the average error
of performance predicted by our models is 8.3% versus a
cycle-accurate simulator that captures the major effects we
attempt to model analytically for various cache configurations
and memory latencies. Our models also find the same optimum
configuration for some application-specific workloads as the
detailed simulator. Furthermore, our models achieve these
results 65 times faster than detailed performance simulations.
We also validate our models against a Sun Fire T1000 and
show that our models accurately predict the performance of the
real hardware. An important direction for future work would
be combining the approaches proposed in this paper with
fast online profiling techniques [24] to improve scheduling
decision for multi-programmed workloads [2], [3], [4], [5].
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